Wintering Deer Observation Report

DATE OF DEER ACTIVITY (mm/dd/yy): ____________

Is this your first report for this particular area? □ Yes □ No

LOCATION: County ____________ Township _______ Range _______ Section ______ Quarter Section _______

GPS (decimal degree format, ex. 48.5667, -114.8956) Latitude ___________________ Longitude ____________

LOCAL DESCRIPTION:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

LAND OWNERSHIP: □ State □ Federal □ Industrial Forest/CFA □ Private □ Unknown

ACTIVITY OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF OBSERVATION:

□ Hunting □ At camp □ Timber harvest □ At residence

□ Snowmobiling □ Agricultural operations □ Other ________________________________

Did you observe any live deer in the vicinity? □ Yes □ No If yes, about how many? _______________

Did you observe deer track activity? □ No □ Yes if yes pick one of the track density categories below:

Track density: □ low- single or few tracks □ medium-scattered tracks throughout □ high - heavily tracked/trailed

Have you seen deer in this area in previous winters? □ Yes □ No □ No History

If yes, how many? □<10 □10-50 □50+

How long have you observed deer in this area this winter? □<1 week □<1 month □1+ months

Did you observe any dead deer? □ Yes □ No If yes, how many? _______________

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Reporter name: ________________________________________________________________

Reported by address: __________________________________________________________________

Reported by city _____________ Reported by state: _____ Reported by zip:___________

May we contact you if we need further information? □ Yes □ No If yes, enter phone # below

Reported by phone (###)###-#### format ____________________________________________

Please return completed forms to:
Michigan DNR - Wildlife
Norway Field Office
500 West US-2
Norway, MI 49870